A Review of Guy Steven Needler’s “The History of God” Series of Books
Written by Dragan Vavelić
1.
There were two stages.
Examining and Awe.
The first one was surprisingly short. I was turning those pages frantically, with my mind
racing and my heart pounding. “No, this cannot be! After 25+ years of relentless, obsessive
yet growingly dispassionate quest for the Truth… Now?! Just like that?!... The Holy Grail, the
Philosopher’s
Stone,
the
True-Complete-Coherent-Elegant-Metaphysical-SpiritualParanormal-Theory of Everything – or The Explanation of Everything That Is Really
Important – is has been finally served to me on a silver plate? The proverbial Elephant That Is
Being Touched by Different Groups of People in Darkness (for Millennia) is being presented
now as almost complete and recognizable figure?? And all of this packed into one, sensibly
priced book?!... Written by whom?? Who is this amiable, little shy but very articulate man
giving a lecture on YouTube? Some English engineer and healer (!), they say. Hmmm… But
is this all true?? After thorough consideration… at least it looks like it IS! And if so… Oh,
boy! The IMPLICATIONS!.....”
Well, it turned out to be not one but four books: “The History of God” (2010; 508 pages of
the 2nd, 2011 edition), “Beyond the Source Book 1: Communications with the Co-Creators”
(2012; 262 p.), “Beyond the Source Book 2: Communications with the Co-Creators
Continues” (2013; 333 p.), “Origin Speaks. A Channeled Work” (2015; 446 p.). So, it’s a big
read. And not only quantitatively but, above all, qualitatively.
I’ll try to tell you something about all of them in one go, as they form a continuous story: a
fascinating record of the Author’s spiritual journey and his dialogues with… But I’ll come
back to that in a minute.
2.
Because first – a disclaimer. This is not even an attempt to produce one of those seemingly
objective, stand-offish, distanced reviews.
It’s been some time since I finished reading that series of books. It took me about a year to
blend this information into my worldview (with all existential consequences of doing so, I
might add). And then I have learnt that I’m in a quite numerous group of rather untypical
readers. We feel that discovering those books was some kind of a guided, providentially
planned process. It was not an accident. We seem to absorb that information on all physical
and non-physical levels of communication. We feel at home now, with a sense of certain
mission or a big part of our lifetime’s purpose accomplished, with our hunger for particular
important truths finally satisfied. We somehow know that those crucial, missing pieces of the
Big Picture Puzzle are finally in our hands.
Those who fall into that category probably don’t need any reviews or endorsements. They are
already being drawn or will be drawn to those publications anyway.
For the rest of you, Dear Fellow Truth-seekers, I present the following.

3.
Make no mistake about it, that series of books reveals tons of completely new, explosive
information (mostly), but it’s interlaced with certain relatively old and millennia-old
(although often long-forgotten) spiritual and scientific truths. But hey, that’s the point! Round
pieces of wood and thick sticks were kicked around for a long time before somebody put them
together and created the first cart. Newton, Einstein, Tesla and other great ones were
synthesizing their own inspired thoughts with the findings of those who came before them.
And yet I insist the release of those books is no less than one of the turning points in the
history of mankind. I would not be surprised to see – in, say, 20 years from now, maybe
earlier – the separate shelves or even the whole departments of metaphysical bookstores
reserved exclusively for publications on the subject of “needlerian metaphysics” – or, to use
the Author’s own catchphrase, on “spiritual physics”. I have no doubt that at one point in time
the ordinary, mainstream bookstores and university libraries are going to follow suit (or
whatever future replacements of bookstores and libraries there will be).
4.
Mr. Guy Steven Needler is a gentleman who, being well-versed in spiritual/metaphysical
theories and practices, has also a solid background in the most down-to-earth issues of science
– particularly in physics and mathematics (go read the bio). While practicing reiki healing he
discovered and developed his exceptional gift of high quality extrasensory communication
with entities far, far, faaaaar above realms you can learn about from the spiritual, New Age
and “paranormal” materials. During his deep mediations he was “traversing the frequencies”
and reached levels of reality previously visited only by, perhaps, the most advanced yogis.
Among other things, he learned about differences between:
a) our True Energetic Selves (Higher Selves, Godheads – those powerful, all-loving entities
that usually take form of a sphere of light and are encountered by some near death
experiencers and astral travelers; they are the entities that you’d perceive as… yourself , as
your “other me”);
b) the Source Entity (the creator AND the substance of TESes and all the universe – and, in
fact, of several other “adjacent” universes);
c) then – get this! – about the Source Entity’s peers, the other 11 out of 12 existing Source
Entities and about their own, separate, mind-boggling creations;
d) and then about their creator – the Origin, i.e. All That Is – the One, Ultimate, AllEncompassing Sentience that is self-exploring now and is going to self-explore for gazillions
of gazillions of millennia. And is both very eager (even impatient!) and methodical and
ingenious about that. (By the way, the very reason we exist as individuated and incarnated
aspects of aspects of aspects [phew!] of this pure sentience is helping the Origin in its
monumental endeavor of self-experiencing and self-knowing).
Having a chance to talk with THE Sources of all the truth about everything (yes, a bold
statement, I know!…), and, in fact, with the Sources/Causes of all the reality as such (but also
with some minor entities) – the Author makes incredibly disciplined effort to receive, to
organize and to share with us as much of this knowledge as possible.

In my opinion that information (especially the news that are otherwise unattainable for us,
average human beings) can be divided roughly into two kinds. There is a pinch of that more
popular, a bit sensational “FAQ” stuff, and there’s that enormous edifice of knowledge about
the most general, the most fundamental ideas, structures and processes of what was dubbed
there as the omniverse (hundreds of universes of SE1, SE2, SE3… plus the unspeakable
realities beyond them, told about by the Origin itself – or its communicating aspect, to be
precise – often with breathtaking depth and detail).
5.
While reading those books I was recalling all those wonderful, dedicated people who helped
me to get to the level of awakening I am on right now. I’m sure one day the humanity will
benefit greatly from an open-minded, thoughtful, non-competitive and not ego-driven
confrontation of their work with the stunningly deep, all-encompassing, logical, orderly and
coherent metaphysical system we are discussing here.
They are (among many others): a host of UFO researchers and experiencers, the UFO official
disclosure and “exopolitical” activists, the notorious David Icke, a few “remote viewing”
researchers (especially the meticulous dr Courtney Brown and his true, but incomplete
findings about “the Crucifixion Ruse”), the late Michael Talbot, author of the seminal
“Holographic Universe” (a book so very important to me), the late Terence “Hero” ;)
McKenna, minds of such magnitude as the late Alan Watts, Eckhart Tolle or “Einstein of
psychology” – dr Ken Wilber, dr Dean Radin and the whole community of the Institute of
Noetic Sciences, dr Rupert Sheldrake and some mainstream yet open-minded theoretical
physicists, the expert in “biology of belief” dr Bruce Lipton, fascinating experiencer-inventor
David Sereda, David Wilcock – the investigator of “the Source Field”, such true, trailblazing
journalists as Art Bell, George Knapp or Linda Moulton Howe – and hundreds of their
fascinating interviewees, the Project Camelot team and the like-minded, radical truth-seekers,
the whole lot of astral projection explorers: the late great Robert Monroe, his former coworker and physicist dr Bruce Campbell – author of the slightly too voluminous trilogy titled
“My Big TOE” (I am so excited to learn that his Theory Of Everything is already being
confronted with Mr. Needler’s work!), the Monroe Institute crew, William Buhlman and
Robert Bruce, the “transerfing of reality” theorist Vadim Zeland, trans-frequential experiencer
and politician Simon Parkes (the information about his “mixed soul” and other thrilling
phenomena certainly deserve a more coherent, systematic metaphysical framework), dr Eric
Pearl – the creator of Reconnective Healing (truly works, but also needs a deeper
understanding of its energetic background), and many other healers, exorcists, clairvoyants,
mediums, channellers and adherents of ALL theologies, mystic traditions and metaphysical
theories.
If you share my regret about so many “loose ends” and “tangled threads” those people held or
are still holding in their hands – the reviewed books are something you cannot afford to miss.
6.
So, for example: what is the truth about the sentient reptilian race that once owned the Earth?
Why some see UFOs while others, those literally standing by their side, do not? How to
explain certain phenomena related to (re)incarnation, the so-called death and near death
experiences, ghost apparitions, “demonic possessions” or such multifaceted phenomena like
the Skinwalker Ranch? Is there a secret faction of humanity capable of interstellar travel –
“the breakaway civilization”, as Richard Dolan calls it? What is the truth about Akashic
Records and the entities (plural!) known as Om? What is karma, how it works and why you,

an entity seeking freedom from all pain and suffering, should be seriously worried about this
powerful mechanism? What’s wrong with religions – and why their core tenets are important?
What could be the cause of the so-called Mandela Effect? Why some healing modalities work
and others don’t? What is the mechanism of clairvoyance, clairaudience – and other “clairs”?
And, above all, how is it all interconnected? What are the basic rules applying to all of those
things?
In the cases when the Author has not given the direct answers (because sometimes he does
give them!) – you can arm yourself with the general knowledge provided in those books and
find them on your own!
I did find a few myself.
7.
A big part of my education and professional career is dealing with liars. All kinds of them.
Including the really good ones. Hence my habits of suspicious sleuth.
I mention that because I can’t imagine a human, even a rare genius, inventing all that
information – something so unfathomably complex AND coherent. Not in such ratio of the
titanic effort to the outcome (or the income, to be precise; ask the people from the publishing
industry what sells these days and how big are the usual royalties for authors of particular
genres).
Also, you don’t need a formal medical education to assess the chances of some ill mind
creating and developing such breathtaking system of knowledge (practically in no time!). In
case you didn’t know: in those sad cases “the teachings” do not exceed the scope of
knowledge which such individuals can collect (and process) by the most ordinary means.
Their revelations are usually full of internal discrepancies, logical errors, holes in narration
and/or argumentation, with a lot of lame and inconsistent deus ex machina, ad hoc creations
and plagiarisms.
By the way, this is precisely why I have always had a problem with channeling as such. Too
often the messages are just a conventional wisdom in terms of basic psychology, science and
current trends of the ever-moving mainstream of ufology. The texts tend to be tiringly
loquacious or obscurely succinct. Sometimes they envelope the gems of noble, important
truths, but generally they are littered with poetic banalities and “mysteriously” worded
platitudes. All is given from a clearly limited perspective. And I am not even mentioning all
those bold, but unfortunately unfulfilled predictions…
Well, in all honesty – I admit “the Ra Material”, “the Seth Material”, “Cassiopeia connection”
of Laura Knight-Jadczyk, the messages from Bashar and some UFO contactees like Eduard
“Billy” Meier’s did play certain role in my journey into deeper realms of metaphysics.
But this time, metaphorically speaking, I followed the scroll unwinding with my eyes getting
bigger… and bigger… and bigger.
8.
First, the style of narration. It’s a dialogue, a very communicative literary genre, used so
frequently and successfully in the ancient times. Those are living, fascinating individualities

talking here (and even joking at times! The Source Entities have their own, fascinating ways
of laughing, too!). However, the “data transfer” goes very orderly, matter-of-factly, with a nononsense approach. All is goal-oriented – but most of the time in a refreshingly relaxed or
even humorous way (yes, the real life gods can be at times show-offish, ironic or playful).
Which is good, because it seems to be the only viable way of talking about that really serious
and complex stuff – about things that are not dreamt of in our philosophy.
As a side note, I am truly amazed how the Author and the Origin have agreed about their
contact in this particular reality (event space) – where English is the worldwide lingua franca.
I can’t remember any other text in which limitations of English syntax, vocabulary and
phraseology would seem so obvious, so dramatic. It’s like if the noble language of
Shakespeare and Milton was screaming: “Bear with me!! I am not one of those philosophers’
tongues – Greek, Latin or German! I’m doing my best! Read that passage again! Don’t be
discouraged that I have almost no inflexion and the general construction of my idioms is so
clunky! Please!!”. That epic struggle was really something to behold! :) I know that the texts
were practically a dictations from those Esteemed Interlocutors. But given the extrasensory
nature of the contact, I’m sure quite a lot of editing by the Author was necessary. Also the
Authors’ own lines were... How should I put it... An exquisite linguistic acrobatics – in the
most positive meaning of the phrase! Hats off!
9.
A side note #2. As it was keenly observed in the dialogues, humans compare everything to
themselves and measure everything by themselves, relate everything to their needs and
expectations. Well, in this perspective reading those works could be a really tedious chore,
even for an avid fan of precisely that kind of books.
Fortunately, the Author was not shy about the human nature of his present incarnation. I don’t
know about others, but for me it was important and very encouraging. I would like to express
my special and truly heartfelt thanks to the Author for making the narration more personal, for
revealing before his readers those very private and very moving moments of doubt and deep
emotions. Especially “Beyond the Source Book 1” and “Beyond the Source Book 2” could be
succinct, matter-of-factly tales about one of the Pure OM fulfilling its mission, socializing
with other high entities and lecturing us, poor, unevolved humans, about those unreachable,
otherworldly phenomena. We would intellectually ponder about that, then we would accept or
reject the dramatic importance of events like the awakening and the first contacts of Source
Entity 12 or the whole array of conundrums that make up the omniversal order of things. But
it was the Author’s choice to make it different. To make us, the readers, relate to his
adventures on a very humane, emotional level. It’s a very magnanimous decision and it really
helps to deal with one’s own spiritual “Copernican Revolution” – which those books are
known to be triggering in the minds of some of their readers.
10.
Now about the essential value of the series.
The content of those books is one gigantic intellectual rollercoaster! Imagine an intricate,
ornate, fantastic castle, emerging slowly from a fairy tale lake that is covered by dense mist.
You can see only small parts of it, scattered here and there. Some are already combined,
revealing impressive but solid architectonic solutions. Then you see a single part that seems to
be floating in the air and looks totally bizarre, completely alien to the logic of the design
you’ve seen so far. “Gotcha!”, you think. “This looks like a blatant inconsistency!” Then it is

followed by another one – which seems to be a desperate patching up of some embarrassing
mistake, a really crazy invention intended to mask the designer’s disorientation in his own
creation. But then another piece or another whole level emerges from the mist. And suddenly
every piece sits firmly and beautifully in its place. Everything starts to fit together very well.
That phenomenal structure reveals its new depths and dimensions. Your doubts are addressed
convincingly and elegantly – again. And your jaw drops even lower.
In the reviewed series of books such instances are not rare, cautiously dosed, dramatizing
literary tricks. It’s the norm! It’s the continuous chain of revelations that make “Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland” look like a protocol of the boring meeting at the office.
So you think the string theory is a mind bender? Then how about the following structural
components of the Origin (from the narrower to the broader): frequencies, subdimensions
(tritaves), full dimensions, zones and their divisions, continua and their abstractions, planes
and their spheres, spheres independent of planes – and their references (no, I’m not finished
yet ;), event spaces and their events, totalities and their realities, realities independent of
totalities and their creative functions, spectral interfaces and their spectra (not light based),
and – finally – margins and their gradients. Hah!
Do you know how the three forms of subincarnation differ from each other? Or which energy
is free energy and what directional and inflational triangulation (i.e. – I’m oversimplifying – a
passive energetic influence of one kind of entities on some other kind) has to do with it? Are
you interested in descriptions of the six below-the-quark levels of the structure of matter?
Nietzsche muses about future philosophy that is “beyond good and evil” – but did you know
that it all comes down to the so-called evolutionary tension anyway?
Have you ever wondered if God was always immutably what he/she/it is said to be? Was
there a moment when he/she/it became self-conscious and sentient? Well, yes, there was! And
it was witnessed and duly reported by the Author! (Oh, goodness gracious, this IS worth
reading!) Why and how did that happen and how the Origin (i.e. the Supreme Creator) and the
Author could see it happening and commenting on it “in real time”? (Boy oh boy, I think I’ve
just written the Ultimate Teaser! :).
Do you want to see pencil sketches of beings, worlds, universes and phenomena that no entity
incarnated as human has ever seen before – and probably will never see? (Well, not at this
level of our species’ evolution, that’s for sure.) The Author provides some of these, too. What
are the other two sentient races of beings on Earth – besides humans? No, no hints this time. :)
How does the WHOLE history of mankind look like, including its absolute beginning? Who
the so-called “back-fill people” really are? Is the Earth a living entity? What is the nature of
gravity?
How the different Co-Creators (or Source Entities) have awaken to what they are and what
they are supposed to do? How they were dividing themselves internally to maximize they
usefulness as those who collect experiences of ALL possible interactions of ALL possible
sentient and non-sentient beings? How it’s like to talk to an entity that is comprised of billions
and billions of separate sub-entities – and they all talk simultaneously, as one? Do the
creations of other Co-Creators differ from those of our Co-Creator, Source Entity 1? Very
much so! Does it make them too remote, too alien in their experiences for us to care about
them and their affairs? I’d say no, not always. The story of TOTAL self-sacrifice in service to

others (by the entities within Source Entity 8, if I’m not mistaken) – to the point of what
seemed to them as annihilation – was very moving…
And I just have to add this: I suppose I will express the opinion of the majority of the readers
when I state that the Source Entity 12 came across as the a most charming and extraordinary
of his peers. Its maturing, its rapid learning process, its emotionality and extreme-loving
nature, it’s spirit of a true pioneer and explorer was in so many ways... humanlike. Hence,
likable-by-humans. :)
What is the most exciting finding of the Author?
In my humble opinion – the event spaces. Just the concept of the continuously growing
“foam” of the “bubbles” of the so-called alternative, parallel event spaces (instead of linear of
circular timeline or timelines), just the uniqueness and truth-radiating elegance of the
description of this idea would be enough to convince me about validity of the Authors
channelings. It really looks like something coming from a very highly evolved and very well
informed intelligences.
The information about event spaces solves the ages-old mystery of the nature of time. It’s also
a perfect illustration of the notion of elegance in science. You just know it when you see it. To
paint a crude picture here: you can perform a long, elaborate and expensive procedure that
involves burning a hole in the bottle with a laser beam and then catching all the water into the
big plastic container – or you can just unscrew the cap. The latter way is not only effective,
but also elegant. :)
(BTW, does time exist? And is time-travel possible? Yes and no, I’d say. But I won’t
elaborate on that here, since the Author and his Interlocutors did an excellent job of
explaining the basics of this fundamental metaphysical factor).
And on a more personal note again. The nature and the scope of what is being conveyed in
those books (especially the “forking” of the event spaces, the innumerable parallel,
simultaneous versions of our lives) make me think of them as a lift. Namely, a superfast lift to
another, ineffably higher level of understanding – from which one can really see the true
extent of relativity and partiality of our human existence. From this vantage point the
impression is... not just overwhelming. It is SHOCKING. And what a healthy, beneficial
shock it is! How exhilarating is this sense of being set free by the truth (at last)! Did you know
that EVERYTHING (literally!) that ever happened (and everything that had/has the slightest
chance of happening) has already HAPPENED? And not only that – it has HAPPYENDED!
Nothing is lost or forgotten – nor it will ever be! And – to put a big cherry on top of this cake
– did you know that you are one of the future real gods (Source Entities) of your own set of
multiverses?!
Another reason why I was stopping reading those books to clap my hands with immense joy:
no more obscurity, myths and unfounded presumptions! No more foggy mazes of
speculations, littered with skeletons of discouraged truth-seekers! No more flawed projections
and shameless fantasizing to patch up the holes – the notorious misdeed of the people behind
virtually all philosophical and religious systems.
“A is B when C, period. That’s it.” But what is A when D? “Well, if you can’t figure it out by
yourself – you just won’t be told. Just wait, prepare, dig the subject some more, but for now

you don’t want your head to explode. This knowledge will find you when you are ready.” :)
And that’s the way I like it! Clear, honest deal! That’s what finally made me accept this
system of knowledge: it is THE MOST CREDIBLE set of assertions I have ever known!
But I also had a chance to correspond and to talk with the Author. Which only strengthened
my conviction about validity of his information. In case you need such strengthening, I
recommend visiting his website. Why? Oh, you could be very positively surprised!… Let me
leave it at that :).
11.
Now – the flaws. “There always have to be flaws!”
Let me think…
Quite obviously on our level of reality all means of conveying such complex truths have to be
imperfect in one aspect or another.
The characteristic language of modern science, so frequently used in those books, seems to be
better than the “narrative costume” of myths and legends of ancient religions and shamanic
cultures. But the fair warning needs to be made: sometimes the narration gets dense with the
hermetic jargon of the “spiritual physics”. I understand the need for inventing it. But at times
the reader is forced to move forward in baby steps, revisiting previous chapters and volumes
to recall the definitions and explanations. I can only hope that by now I persuaded you, Dear
Reader, that it is worth the effort. But then I have to confess there were umpteen passages so
complicated that I did not finish reading them. There was even something “repellent”
“padlockish” about them. I almost felt they were not meant for me to read – at least not yet ;).
Some of you may have their spiritual and intellectual intuitions tested to the extreme. But give
it a try. Something in your mind may “click” and unlock. It may also be the impulse for you to
engage in deeper meditative practices. Those might be the only way to comprehend some
more obscure or paradoxical assertions contained in the books – and some conundrums of
contemporary quantum physics, too. Experiencing those claims or theories personally,
experientially, as a reality, will settle your doubts once and for all.
Also, my nitpicking nature made me detect a few instances of what I suspect to be typos or
editing glitches (for example, I was scratching my head over certain Latin inflexions). But
those can be counted on fingers of both hands of a lumber jack – which is a really impressive
score for the story over 1500 pages long.
12.
To sum it up, I’m sure that in the future (rather sooner than later) Mr. Guy Steven Needler’s
message is going to be viewed as one of the turning points in the history of human thought
and spirituality.
The reviewed books are monumental, extremely important, ground-and-icebreaking, vertigocausing, mind-feeding, absolutely BRILLIANT WORK!
Thank you, Guy!
Dragan Vavelić

